The Adams apportionment method is the only divisor method that consistently favors small districts relative to the Hamilton method. The Jefferson method is the only divisor method that favors large districts relative to the Hamilton method. These statements hold for the Balinski and Young [3] interpretation of "favoring small/large districts," and for the partial "majorization ranking" introduced by Marshall et al. [7] . As such, Hamilton is positioned in between Adams and Jefferson. 1. Introduction. Apportionment methods are used to round the population proportions of electoral districts (or the vote proportions of parties) to integer numbers of seats in a representative body. The translation of almost continuous proportions into natural numbers nearly always involves adjusting. As the gain or loss of a single seat is usually considered important, the effect of the rounding process is a central issue in the theory of apportionment. In particular, different apportionment methods are tested on whether or not they systematically favor the smaller districts over the larger districts (or the larger over the smaller). There are at least two ways to study this phenomenon. First, one can study the seat bias, either by estimates from empirical data or by exact formulae derived from a probability model. Second, one can try to rank different methods according to the preferential treatment of smaller versus larger districts. Before we recall some of the literature on botb tracks, we illustrate the following apportionment methods:
1. Introduction. Apportionment methods are used to round the population proportions of electoral districts (or the vote proportions of parties) to integer numbers of seats in a representative body. The translation of almost continuous proportions into natural numbers nearly always involves adjusting. As the gain or loss of a single seat is usually considered important, the effect of the rounding process is a central issue in the theory of apportionment. In particular, different apportionment methods are tested on whether or not they systematically favor the smaller districts over the larger districts (or the larger over the smaller). There are at least two ways to study this phenomenon. First, one can study the seat bias, either by estimates from empirical data or by exact formulae derived from a probability model. Second, one can try to rank different methods according to the preferential treatment of smaller versus larger districts. Before we recall some of the literature on botb tracks, we illustrate the following apportionment methods:
• Hamilton: a quota method with residual fit by the largest remainders • Adams: the divisor method with rounding up • Jefferson: the divisor method with rounding down • Webster: the divisor method with standard rounding These methods are properly defined below. For now, it suffices to see how they allocate 10 seats over the three-tuple (603, 249, 148) . The total population amounts to 1,000. We list the outcomes in Table 1 . Moving in this table from the left to the right, the small districts 2 and 3 each hand in one seat to the large district. The focus is on whether this example exposes fundamental properties of the apportionment methods.
Balinski and Young [3, Appendix A, §5] use historical data to calculate the average percentage bias of some divisor methods. They observe that (i) the method of Adams favors the smaller districts the most; (ii) the Webster method is close to unbiased; and (iii) the Jefferson method has a plain bias toward the larger districts. Recently, Schuster et al. [8] , Schwingenschlogl and Drton [9] , and Drton and Schwingenschlogl [5] confirm and extend these results on the basis of exact formulae for the expected bias. With respect to the Hamilton method, Schuster et al. [8] expose that its seat bias is practically zero.
Concerning the second track in the literature, Balinski and Young [3, p. 118] formalize the idea of favoring small districts as follows. Method M' favors small districts relative to method M if moving from an M'-allocation toward an M-allocation; it cannot happen that simultaneously a smaller district loses seats and a larger district gains seats. In view of the results on seat bias, one might expect that Adams favors small districts relative to Webster and Jefferson, and that Webster favors small districts relative to Jefferson. As a matter of fact, these results appear in Balinski and Young [3, Proposition 5.1, p. 119].
Marshall et al. [7] observe that, in general, the Balinski-Young relation fails transitivity. They propose a weaker (and transitive) relation as follows. Consider an apportionment problem. First, order the districts from large to small. Denote a seat allocation proposed by Adams by (a,, a2> • • • > «j) and an allocation proposed by Jefferson by (i*,, b2,..., b^). Then, they show that the following holds: where s is the number of districts. The totals a, +a2-\ \-a^ and b^ ^-fcjH h^j, of course, coincide. Marshall et al. [7] thus show that the Adams method is majorized by the Jefferson method. They use this majorization criterion to rank a number of divisor methods. The relationships between Adams, Webster, Jefferson, and other divisor methods obtained by Balinski and Young are recovered. ' Because the Hamilton apportionment method is not a divisor method, the above results are all silent about the positioning of the Hamilton method (and other quota methods) in these rankings. Still, the Hamilton method was and is today widely used. This paper attempts to fill the gap. Our first result reads: Hence, in terms of majorization we obtain that Adams is majorized by Hamilton, and that Hamilton is majorized by Jefferson.
Lauwers and Van Puyenbroeck: Hamilton Apportionment Method Is Between the Adams Method and the Jefferson Method
Finally, we explore the (im)possibilities of refining the above proposition. Apparently, some quota methods are not in between the methods of Adams and Jefferson. Furthermore, we illustrate the incompleteness of the majorization relation: The Hamilton method is incomparable to other divisor methods such as Dean, Hill, and Webster. This final observation generalizes to the following characterization within the class of divisor methods. 
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Because the quota vector usually is outside the set N% the next requirement seems natural. An apportionment method M is said to respect the lower quota (upper quota) if for each apportionment problem (p, h), for each a in M{p, h), and for each / = 1, 2,..., ^ we have where the floor \_r\ (resp. the ceiling |"r]) of a positive real number r is the largest natural number smaller (resp. the smallest natural number greater) than or equal to r. In case r belongs to (^, then [rj = [r] = r.
The Hamilton method or the method of the largest remainders is the prototype example of a method that respects the lower and upper quotas. Let us recall its definition. Let (/?, h) be an apportionment problem. 
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Allocate the first seat to the district with the highest /J'-coordinate (by assumption, this is District 1). Then the vector p' is replaced by the vector
P\ Pi Ps'
The district with the highest /?^-coordinate wins the second seat. The vector p^ transforms to the vector p^ by increasing the denominator of the winning district with one. Repetition of this algorithm generates a sequence p\ p^, p^,... . After h steps, the total number of seats is allocated to the districts. A tie in the final quotients generates multiple apportionments. Jefferson's method is the only divisor method that stays above the lower quota. The method of Adams proceeds similarly. The only difference is that this method starts from the vector Observe that the method of Jefferson uses the sequence 1,2,3,... as subsequent denominators for each district, whereas Adams uses 0, 1, 2,... .In general, one can define a method for each strictly increasing divisor sequence. As such, the sequence 0.5,1.5,2.5,... defines the method of Webster.
All methods discussed in this paper satisfy weak monotonicity (Balinski and Young [3, p. 147]): If district / is smaller than district j (i.e., if /?, < pj), then each of these methods allocates at least as many seats to district j as it does to district (' . Now, let us formalize the concepts of favoring small districts and of majorization. We visualize this relationship through Tables 1-3 . We indicate a seat transfer when moving from a first toward a second allocation by an arrow that starts from the losing district in the first allocation and arrives at the winning district in the second allocation. If M' favors small districts relative to M, then each arrow has a positive slope (we order the districts from large to small, and we put the M'-column in front of the M-column). In words, method M' is majorized by M if method M always allocates a higher cumulative total number of seats to the larger districts than M' does. In Definition 2, equal population sizes are excluded. A tie p, = p,^, may disturb the relationship. For example, the Adams and the Jefferson methods propose two apportionments to the problem {p\ h) = (10, 10; 3), to wit, (2,1) and (t,2). Only the allocation (2,1) appears in decreasing order.
As already mentioned, the notion "is majorized by" is less demanding than "favoring small districts relative to" (Marshall et al. [7, Lemma] ).
On the other hand, quota methods are prone to the Alabama paradox, whereas divisor methods are not. Balinski and Young [2] reconcile both desiderata in the quotatone methods. We are not aware of any practical implementation of these methods. Note that in case of a population tie (p, = p._^_^), we select the particular solution that favors those districts that appear earlier in the list (c, > c,^, and a, > 0,^.,). This convention has no consequences for the main results. Its purpose is to simplify the next lemma in which the transition from c = (c,, C2,..., cJ toward a -{a^,a2,..., aj is investigated. When moving from c to a, a district might lose (c, > a,) or win (c, < a,) one or more seats, or the district might experience a status quo (c, = a,). LEMMA 
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Hamilton lies in between

Consider the move from c (Hamilton) to a (Adams). Collect the winners in W and the losers in L. Then, for each j in L and i in W we have j < /. Furthermore, the cardinality of W is less than or equal to (li-\-l2-\-----l-l,)-^s-h.
PROOF. The Adams apportionment a is determined through the following equilibrium inequality (Balinski and Young [1]): min
Pi
We use the linear homogeneity of the maximum and the minimum rule to rewrite this inequality (multiply each number by hl(p^ + P2-\ h Ps))'-max a, > 01 < min a, >0
In case the .r-tuple c also satisfies the above inequality (substituting a, for c,), then the Hamilton outcome c and the Adams outcome a coincide. Therefore, let us assume that c does not satisfy (1) .
Let /1-I-/2-I \-l^ = h -k. Thus, Hamilton allocates an extra seat (additional to the lower quota) to k districts. Let Z| collect those k districts i for which c, = /,. -|-1. The remaining districts obtain their lower quota according to the Hamilton method. Let ZQ collect these s -k districts.
Because the method of Adams respects the upper quota, it holds that moving from c to a, only those districts that belong to ZQ can receive one extra seat. Therefore, moving from c to a, the maximum number of winners is bounded by .? -k.Ĥ ence, W c ZQ, and the number of winners is bounded by s -k. The cardinality of the set L is less than or equal to the cardinality of IV: A district in L may hand in more than one seat. Assume that according to ' In the problem (p, /i) = (96, 1,1,1, 1; 5) this upper bound of .r -* = 4 transfers is reached.
Adams's method, loser j has to hand in rj > 1 seats, i.e., aj = Cj -rj. Calculate the fractions {Ij + Zj)/icj -rj) for the losing districts and {li + Zi)/li for the winning districts. Then the following inequality must hold: As a consequence, we obtain j < i.
In the second case (7 in Z,), we have hj = /^ + 1, and we obtain or The final inequality follows from the fact that either r^ > 1 or r^ = 1 and Zj > Zi (the Hamilton method allocates extra seats to those districts having a higher decimal part in the quota). We end up with Ij > Ij + r^ -1 > /,. It follows that j < i.
Conclude in both cases that the winning district / is smaller than the losing district j, i.e., j < i (remember The method of Jefferson respects the lower quota. Hence, when moving from the Hamilton outcome c to the Jefferson outcome b, only those districts that belong to Z, can hand in one seat. Therefore, the upperbound for the number of losers is equal to k.
Let j be a losing and / a winning district. Assume that according to Jefferson, the winning district i gains r, > 1 seats, i.e., fo, -c, + r,. Then, it must be the case that Indeed, should the reverse strict inequality hold, then district j with Ij seats would have a higher priority than district i with c, + r, -1 seats and would obtain (according to Jefferson) a next seat.
District 1 either belongs to ZQ or to Z,. In the first case, we have c, = /,, and the previous inequality simplifies to PROOF . This is a consequence of Proposition 1.1 in combination with the lemma of Marshall et al. [7] . D In view of these results, we investigate whether or not the methods of Adams and Jefferson embrace all quota methods. In other words, does it hold that Adams's method is majorized by Q and that Q is majorized by Jefferson as soon as the method Q respects the lower and the upper quotas?
The answer is negative. A counterexample is found in the strongest list method. (Broquet and Lancelot [4] include this method in the list of actually used apportionment methods.) This method first allocates the lower quota and then gives the remaining seats one each to the largest districts. Application of this method to the apportionment problem (p;h) = (l], 10, 9, 6,4; 29) results in (8, 8, 7, 4, 2) . Jefferson leads to (8, 7, 7, 4, 3) . Hence, in this example Jefferson gives the second-largest district one seat less.
Analogously, the counterpart of the strongest list method is incomparable to Adams. Indeed, consider the method Q* that first allocates the lower quota and then gives the remaining seats one each to the smallest districts. (Taking into account the weak monotonicity constraint: If adding one seat to district (' + 1 conflicts with the number of seats of district ;, then one should first add one seat to i.) This method respects both quota and the weak monotonicity axiom. Nevertheless, for some problems this method allocates more seats to small districts than Adams does: Q* applied to the problem (28,10,9,6,4; 29) leads to (14, 5, 4, 3, 3) where Adams proposes (14,5,5,3,2).
In conclusion, satisfying the lower and upper quotas does not guarantee a positioning in between the methods of Adams and Jefferson.
Characterizations in the class of divisor methods.
Up to now, Hamilton is positioned in between the methods of Adams and Jefferson. The next question we tackle is whether this result can be refined by introducing other popular divisor methods such as Webster, Dean, and Hill. In order to define these methods, it suffices to present the divisor sequence (as explained in §2): As such, it is natural to check where the Hamilton method fits in this ranking.
Apparently, the statement A > Hamilton > J cannot be narrowed down. Let us illustrate this claim by means of two examples: see Table 2 and Table 3 .
Inspired by these examples, we investigate the existence of divisor methods that favor small districts relative to Hamilton. Theorem 1.1 indicates that only the method of Adams owns this property.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 (i). From Proposition 1.1, we know that the method of Adams favors small districts relative to Hamilton. Let us show that Adams is the only divisor method with this property: For each divisor sequence d(a) different from the divisor sequence of Adams, we construct an apportionment problem for which Hamilton allocates more seats to the smallest district.
Let the divisor sequence d{a) be defined for each a in N and satisfying a < d{a) < a + 1. Recall that the divisor method of Adams is defined through the sequence d*{a) = a. Assume that the sequence d{a) differs from d*{a). Let a* be the smallest natural number for which d{a*) ^ a*. Let d{a*) -a*-\-e with 0 < e < 1. Consider an apportionment problem with s districts (e > \/s) and with the following quota:
where the decimal parts z and z^ satisfy e > z^ > z > 0 and (,y -l)z + Zj = 1. The size of the house is equal to h = {s-\)l + {a* + 1). Hence, the Hamilton allocation c reads c, = Cj = • • • = c,_^ -I and c^ = a* + 1 > 0.
Manipulating the value of /, we will force the divisor method to allocate less than a* + 1 seats to the smallest district 5. We want the following inequality to hold:
In other words, we want that according to the divisor sequence d{a) a large district has a priority over the small district to obtain an (/+ l)th seat. The construction implies l+z l+z TVWY a*-Take / sufficiently large and obtain l+z l+z < As a consequence, the divisor method d(a) allocates fewer seats to the smallest district than Hamilton does. D Analogously, the method of Jefferson is the only divisor method that favors "large" districts relative to Hamilton.
PROOF OF THEOREM l.l(ii). From Proposition 1.1, we know that Hamilton favors small districts relative to Jefferson, Let us show that Jefferson is the only divisor method with this property: We construct for each divisor sequence d{a) different from the divisor sequence of Jefferson, an apportionment problem for which Hamilton allocates fewer seats to the smallest district.
Let the divisor sequence d(a) be defined for each a in N and satisfying a < d{a) <a+l. Recall that Jefferson uses the sequence d*{a) = a+\. Assume that the sequence d{a) differs from d*{a) and let a* be the smallest natural number such that d{a*) ^a* + ].. Let d{a*) = a* + e with 0 < e < 1. Consider an apportionment problem with s districts (1 -e > 1/,$) and with the following quota:
?i = 92 = • • • = <is-\ ŵ here the decimal parts z and Zj satisfy 1 > z > z^ > e and (,r -l)z + z^ = 5 -1. Let the size of the house be equal to h -{s-1)(/ + 1) + a*. Hamilton allocates / + 1 seats to each large district and a* seats to the small district. Manipulating the value of I we will force the divisor method to allocate more than a* seats to the smallest district s: a* + Zs l + z Indeed, as / goes to infinity the fraction {l + z) 11 converges to 1, Hence, for / sufficiently large, the divisor method d{a) allocates at least a* + 1 seats to the smallest district. D The proofs indicate that both statements in Theorem 1.1 also hold when "favoring small states relative to" is replaced with the relation "is majorized by."
